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Our expertise ensures that the right equipment is procured in the right 
volume, stored securely and despatched to site exactly when it is required.

Additionally, we appraise existing equipment and where viable, we refurbish 
units for re-deployment, subsequently avoiding any unnecessary spend.

Every year, we complete construction and contracting projects at over 130 
individual sites, carefully managing each project from the architectural design 
stage, through to completion.

Our projects vary in size and scale from full store refurbishments to small scale 
remedial works, both internally and externally.

Mechanical and Electrical Implementation

From energy efficient Building Management Systems to LED 
lighting upgrades, data, fire and security system infrastructure 
design and implementation, we complete and maintain over 100 
stores every year.

Project Management and Implementation

Every year we deliver and install equipment in over 200 stores. 
Our experienced project managers and skilled installation team 
orchestrate the phased inbound delivery and installation of 
equipment of varying size, volume and complexity, from multiple 
providers.

We manage demand for all GNFR equipment from multiple providers, 
planning requirements on a project-by-project basis.

Overview

As our longest-standing client, our journey with ASDA began over 20 years ago, providing GNFR warehouse 
management services. Over the years our role within ASDA has grown, seeing us take responsibility for demand 
management, control, logistics management and installation of all store GNFR fixtures, as well as construction 
and mechanical & electrical works.

"Sigma have worked on a number of Rollouts / Range change installations for myself and I have always found them to be 
effective, adaptable and thorough in their approach to projects. Their communication is timely, detailed and appropriate to 
the project. They have a wealth of experience within their company which allows them to proactively respond to the 
challenges that some rollouts may bring, and they are capable of offering solutions in an educated and considered 
manner."

Karen Leasley, Implementation Manager - Asda

Client: Asda

Worked with since: 2007

Projects delivered: Asda receive the full 
one-stop-shop end-to-end service solution 
from Sigma including equipment 
consolidation, fit-out, installation and 
approved M&E contracting

Teams: Fixtures, Construction, Shop Fitting, 
M&E

Project location: Nationwide

Over 2,000,000 fixtures managed

Over 76,000 pallets handled

Over 33,000 individual deliveries

Across estate of over 630 stores
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